
THE YEAR 1933 SAW HITLER RISE IRRESISTIBLY FROM LEGAL

CHANCELLOR TO LEGAL DICTATOR

Our Word of the Year choice serves as a symbol of each years most the year saw hitler rise irresistibly from legal
chancellor to legal dictator for us to.

To show his appreciation of things beautiful he liked to make gifts of expensively bound books and objects of
art. The establishment of the Third Reich seemed to portend the coming of a bitter conflict between church
and state. Throughout the world, Jews, supported by Gentiles, countered with an economic boycott against
Germany. As far as the appointment to the metropolitan see of Freiburg, in the diocese of the Upper Rhine,
shall be applicable to the two suffragan [subordinate] bishoprics of Rottenburg and Mainz, as well as to the
bishoprics of Meissen. A plan for effecting this transfer was then worked out by French and British experts,
delimiting the new frontier. There was no opposition to what he had said. With regard to sent. After World
War I, Germany lay defeated, humiliated by the Treaty of Versailles, its industrial regions occupied by foreign
powers, saddled with enormous war reparations, and with no military to defend itself. These half dozen men,
with Hitler in the lead, were the group that prepared the second world catastrophe of our time. In early April,
Krupp capitulated to Nazi pressure to replace the Reich Association by a new, nazified body, for the dismissal
of Jewish employees, and the removal of all Jewish businessmen from representative positions in commerce
and industry. The ADGB took a full part in the rallies and parades. Like Lenin and Mussolini, Hitler came out
of the blood and chaos of , but of the three he was the strangest phenomenon. Capitalism was, therefore, left in
place. At the same time a drive was inaugurated for the annexation of Danzig, the municipal administration of
which had in the meantime come under Nazi rule, with Poland, however, still retaining the rights she held
there under the Danzig statute. Fact: Hitler used backroom deals, not votes, to come to power. He brooked no
contradiction. They had undoubtedly been assisted by a late surge following the Reichstag fire. In Hitler was
assigned to the task of keeping an eye on a little band calling itself the German Labor party. Added to his
economic program, designed to appeal to the ruined middle-class elements, he put forward his slogans of
extreme nationalism and racism--the union of all Germans on the basis of self-determination in a greater
Germany. More than ever they looked to Hitler as the savior of the nation, and, indeed, in the elections a week
later he won his greatest victory, but with only 43 percent of the votes cast. He claimed a million men had
taken part. The army leaders, for their part, had their interests served because they had bound themselves, in
their eyes, to a political front-man who could nationalize the masses and restore the army to its rightful
power-position in the state.


